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In Jazz and Beloved Morrison explores the difficulties of 

the acquisition of selfhood for African Americans. In the novels, Morrison examines these difficulties 

focussing especially on the maternal role. Offering no facile solutions, these narratives 

do share characteristics common to individuals attaining individuation. A person's 

relationship with the mother and ability to confront his history, no matter how painful, 

are integral elements to any presence of self-worth. Although far from didactic, one truth 

examined in the novels is the need for Africans in America to create their own 

definitions of their history. African American figures, maternal and otherwise have been 

traditionally defined by the oppressive society, using stereotypes inherited from slavery. 

Jazz and Beloved are reclamations of these definitions. Reclamations Morrison has 

asserted are necessary for the posterity of her people. How do African Americans 

attain selfhood when they do not even own themselves? The solutions to this problem are 

multifaceted. Morrison's novels urge the African American to confront the history and 

redefine myths that have often undermined the process. 
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Introduction 

This thesis is concerned with the Mrican American's struggle to attain 

individuation, particularly in the context of mothering as is complicated by 

slavery and its legacy. How an individual achieves selfbood when he/she does 

not even own himself is a question generated by the "peculiar" practice of 

American slavery. This puzzle is examined in the literature of Mrican 

Americans; the solution is entangled with a plethora of missing elements. 

These missing elements include but are not limited to, the loss of spirituality, 

language and family bonds. The enslaved's response to the loss of these 

elements is also absent, and this absence creates a vacuum in the history. 

The resulting disconnectedness makes the Mrican American's struggle to 

achieve selfhood a complex journey confused by the missing lost or 

disremembered Mricans that died, unknown during the antebellum period. 

Slavery ripped families apart; individuals severed from the mother figure, an 

essential element in any individual's journey to selfhood. This figure, the 

maternal, the source of original love, becomes an intricate portion of the 

history, especially when examined in combination with the slave's status as 

property instead of human beings. 

The mother/child relationship teaches social, parental and personal skills; 

skills needed to be successful and happy individuals necessary for functioning 

societies. The women in most societies often play this role. One wonders if 



this is so because of the biological functions, if women mother because they 

must or because it is instinctual. Studies have proven that women mother 

because they have been trained to mother (Chodorow 31) and from early 

experiences from being mothered (Chodorow 77). Successful mothering 

separates self from child, something an infant is not able to do. In fact, when 

there is no mothering anxiety sets in and the child feels that something is not 

right (Chodorow 59). An ideal mother figure , nurtures, protects, comforts 

teaches and advises. This figure is acutely aware of herself as an individual, 

and understands the needs of the developing individual in the child. 

Examining the ideal definition of the maternal figure leads one to wonder 

how enslaved women mothered under such brutal conditions. Mothering is a 

complex activity under any circumstance, but when added to the cruelty of 

slavery, it becomes a uniquely arduous task. Certainly, the credit for the 

survival of African Americans belongs to the enslaved mother's ability to 

continue her role in the face of unbelievable interference. 

Mothering done by African American women in the antebellum period 

equipped children for the future. The enslaved mother was the first working 

American mother. Contrary to the typical myth of Black women as the happy 

Aunt Jemima, most Black women were field workers (Davis 5). Viewed as 

worker first and foremost and breeder, not mother, secondly, she had an 

unthinkable task to fulfill and somehow managed to succeed. Actually, the 

maternal/domestic role may have been her escape, not seen as demeaning but 
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as an opportunity to create in a world where choosing one's passion was 

impossible. Maternal duties for the enslaved mother were intense; these 

duties insured the survival of the race. Therefore, the biological task of 

nursing an infant was a task of personal satisfaction, one that safeguarded 

the child's physical survival in a world hostile to this survival. 

Defining the maternal figure in the time of slavery has profound 

ramifications. Do we point fingers of blame at the mother for failing at a 

monumental task or do we place the enslaved mother upon a pedestal and 

worship at her feet for succeeding? Both have been done, producing 

problematic conceptions of the African American mother that is the 

superwoman and perceptions of the distant non-nurturing mother. Countless 

stories exist in the national psyche of the mother that worked twelve to 

fourteen hours in the fields while breast-feeding her baby. This same woman 

returned to the quarters at night to feed and nurture numerous other 

children, while still being an amazing lover to her husband. In sharp 

contrast to this woman is the Jezebel-type mother, who was most concerned 

with her over-active sexual hormones and thoroughly disregarded any 

offspring that resulted from her numerous sexual encounters. In a study 

entitled Discovering the Women in Slavery: Emancipating Perspectives on 

the American Past, Wilma King recounts the story of a white mistress and 

her enslaved maid. Although both lose young babies, the white mistress 

always blamed her maid's negligence for the loss of her babies, while the 
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death of the mistress' babies were seen as God's decision and not the fault of 

the mother. These definitions, superwoman, Jezebel, Mammy, non-nurturing 

mother, generated from the survival tactics employed by Mrican American 

mothers, interfere with the development of the self. Morrison examines the 

definitions with an interest in reshaping them for current generations. All 

her novels contain maternal images that are thought provoking. Beloved and 

Jazz are no exceptions; the maternal images in these novels create 

problematic visions of the Mrican American mother. Mothers that murder 

their children or completely abandon them are portrayed in both works. One 

questions the artist's vision in creating these disturbing profiles of 

motherhood. 

In Morrison's work, these maternal images diffuse and become a part of a 

larger question: how can the Mrican American attain individuation in the 

face of the maze-like reality of their history? In my thesis, I examine this 

issue as seen in Jazz and Beloved. I believe that the maternal images in the 

novels lead to the larger question of individuation. The terms psyche, 

individuation and self will be used to refer to the whole individual, her 

personality, her passions and her goals. Jung defines the self as "the whole 

range of psychic phenomena in man." (460). I understand this to mean what 

the individual experiences both consciously and unconsciously1 Since 

individuation is defined as "the process by which individual beings are 

formed and differentiated, and any serious check to individuality, is an 
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artificial stunting," (Jung 448) the African in America, must not only 

transcend life's normal barriers to individuation but also the hindrances of 

the ancestors. To surmount obstacles one must be aware of them; thus, Jazz 

and Beloved are stories used to redefine the obstacles in the way of 

individuation for African Americans. 

The link between Beloved and Jazz widens when examined in terms of 

language. Jazz, as the title suggests, imitates the improvisational, original, 

American sound; while Beloved reads like the blues (Rodrigues 740). The 

linkage is restored with similar character types. Both novels display the 

multiple effects of the African's history in the United States on modern 

African Americans. Beloved's tone is brutal; the events of the novel are 

striking; the pain apparent in the novel intense. The reader needs to prepare 

to read the novel that in its intensity contains as many layers as the history 

itself. On the other hand, Jazz is subtle. The layered meaning exists but the 

reader must work harder to see the painful results of the history. This paper 

examines connections between the maternal images in the novels. Chapters 

one and two analyzes two generations of women and how their mothering 

techniques affect future generations. I argue that the image of the 

superwoman or as I define them, the overmother is distinct in Beloved. 

Ma'am and Sethe survive savage conditions and at the center of their 

survival is the survival of their offspring. This ability to endure suffering of 

mythical proportions, admirable but also self- debilitating. In Jazz True 
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Belle and Rose Dear are depicted as distant, non-nurturing mothers. True 

Belle's lack of mothering her children is because of physical distance . Rose 

Dear, a mother so immersed in her own pain she is unable to attend to her 

children's physical and emotional needs. Denver in Beloved and Violet in 

Jazz, the descendants of these damaged women, inherit the painful legacy of 

their ancestors, but paradoxically because and in spite of their ancestors' 

survival, they are able to attain selfbood. Chapter three explores the 

community mothering that was a necessary act during the antebellum period 

and extends and survives today. Baby Suggs, Nan and Ella are three 

community mothers in Beloved that insure survival for Sethe and Denver. 

While in Jazz, Alice Manfred and Violet bond to form a sisterly community 

that has mother-like tendencies. Their alliance illustrates the importance of 

unity for the survival of the African American self. Finally, Chapter four is a 

journey into the inexplicable. Wild and Beloved (both mother figures) 

discussed not as characters but symbolic emblems that represent the myriad 

of missing elements inherited by the African American, elements that are 

significant to the achievement of individuation. I argue that all African 

Americans have a little Wild in them. 

These novels are Morrison's attempt to fill the missing elements left in the 

history of African Americans in the United States. She has stated: "the novel 

is a healing art form; that Black people need the novel in a way that it was 

not needed before; it carries a very special sermon, and it fulfills the critical 
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role of preserving cultural identity (as qtd. in Braxton 305). She seems to 

suggest, through her examination of mythical characters, that we need to 

examine the myths inherited from slavery that still has effect on our lives 

today. This examination is not a criticism of people who did what they had 

to, to survive; instead, it is an affirmation of lives lived but rarely discussed. 

Morrison believes, like Angela Davis and others, that African Americans 

have quite a bit to learn from the ancestors that may make better human 

beings, which in turn would improve the future2• In addition to filling in the 

missing elements, Morrison is also giving voice to the voiceless, as her simple 

dedication in Beloved states: "sixty million and more." This phrase refers to 

the lost and disremembered Africans killed in the horror that was slavery. 
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A Generation of "Under-mothers" True Belle, Rose Dear and Violet in Jazz 

Morrison's confrontation of the myth of the distant, non-nurturing mother 

is most apparent in Jazz. In Jazz, Morrison artfully tells the stories of one 

family, which from generation to generation display the results of the history 

of African Americans on individuals. True Belle and her daughter Rose Dear 

are unable to articulate the negative results of the broken family bonds; their 

voices interpreted through their actions. Violet, Rose Dear's daughter, has 

more of a voice but, because of history's missing elements, struggles with a 

lost value of self. True Belle's forced abandonment of her children, Rose 

Dear's suicide, and Violet's decision not to mother exhibit the source of the 

myth of the non-nurturing mother. A competent, nurturing mother 

understands the delicate division between her self and her child. She 

mothers successfully by maintaining this division and by teaching the child 

to respect her own developing selfhood. Morrison's cognizance of the 

difficulties associated with this division evolves through her portrayal of True 

Belle, Rose Dear and Violet. The absence of this delicate balance apparent in 

this generation of women exhibits Morrison's desire to confront the painful 

past so her people may live triumphant in the future . 

True Belle, the matriarch, an enslaved woman, is forced to move away 

from her family and reside in Baltimore. This depiction of one enslaved 

woman's family severance could expand to include the millions of separations 
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that occurred in the history. The thought of the suffering of millions is 

overwhelming but abstract. Telling True Belle's story is Morrison's response 

to the absent elements of the history, making the abstract concrete. The 

language in the passage portrays a narrator trying to grasp the experience of 

one family's struggle to survive the actuality of slavery. "I don't know how 

hard it was for a slave woman to leave a husband that work and distance 

kept her from seeing much of anyhow, and to leave two daughters behind 

with an old aunt to take care of them" (141). The narrator's uncertainty, not 

knowing True Belle's emotional response, creates an absence within the text. 

Here, Morrison is trying to retrieve a history, but paradoxically, the text 

creates another missing element, the not knowing. The slave owner's need to 

send True Belle away outweighed any response that True Belle may have 

had: "Anyway, choiceless, she went, leaving husband, sister, Rose Dear and 

May behind" (142). The use of the word choiceless highlights the issue of loss 

of power over one's self, which in turn illustrates the reality of slavery. 

Further illustration of slavery's reality unfolds with brief glimpses of True 

Belle's life in Baltimore. 

Brought to Baltimore to care for her mistress and her illegitimate child, 

True Belle further illustrates Morrison's further confrontation of mythical 

characters. While away from her children, True Belle lavishes an immense 

amount of affection on her mistress's golden haired child, which results in a 

spoiled, selfish human being. This abundance of affection mirrors the myth 
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of the mammy, that large, happy Black woman obsessed with her master's 

child.3 Little time is spent in the mythology on mammy's relationship with 

her own children. Concerned with this omission, Morrison rewrites the myth, 

accounting for mammy's obsession with the master's children and explaining 

direct results of the myth on later generations. This lavishing of attention, 

like the mythological mammy, is surely True Belle's attempt to replace her 

own children; "Laughing, laughing, she fed him test cakes and picked every 

single seed from the melon before she let him eat it." (140). She does for 

Golden Gray what she is not permitted to do with her children. Robbed of the 

right to nurture her own children, over-mothering Golden Grey is 

overcompensation for this loss. 

Although not present in the text, one can infer that True Belle's resulting 

pain from the separation from her family was great. Many slaves were in the 

predicament of True Belle and most of them are voiceless, but we do have 

some fragments of the voices of these tortured women. Dorothy Sterling's We 

Are Your Sisters4 includes the text of letters written by enslaved women of 

the antebellum South. These fragments indicate the desperate need these 

women had to see their loved ones again. The letters also crystallize the 

justified pessimism suffered by these women. Following is an example of a 

letter found in a dead letter box: 

Dear Husband: 
This is the third letter that I have written to you, and have not 
received any from you. I think very hard of it. The trader has been 
here three times to look at me. I wish that you would try to see if 
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you can get any one to buy me. If you don't come down here this 
Sunday, perhaps you wont see me anymore. Give my love to them all 
and to your mother in particular, and to Aunt Betsey, and all the 
children, tell Jane and Mother they must come for a fortnight before 
Christmas. I wish to see you all, but I expect I never shall-
never no more. I remain your Dear and affectionate Wife, 

Sargy Brown (Sterling 44) 

We do not have a letter from True Belle but, ascribing the grief and 

despondency apparent in Sargy Brown's letter to True Belle is not difficult. 

Forced to leave a husband and children, Sargy Brown, like True Belle, is a 

woman fearing a permanent separation from loved ones, and missing the 

warmth and caring of family. What is even more significant is the refusal to 

surrender apparent in this letter. She continues to write even after receiving 

no response, refusing to yield to the hopelessness of her predicament. True 

Belle has a similar response to her situation. She survives the separation 

saving all her "earnings" and waiting for the moment when she can return to 

her family. She too refuses to surrender to despair as evidenced by the 

images of her frequent and hearty laughter. Unfortunately, when the time 

arrives for her to return the damage done to her family members by the 

forced separation is irreversible. Rose Dear has produced a family of her own 

and those children are suffering from the results of pain administered by a 

previous generation. 

When True Belle learns of her daughter's nervous breakdown and the 

resulting neglect of her grandchildren, she: "convinced herself and her 

mistress she was dying got the money-ten eagle dollars- and was able to 
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answer Rose Dear's pleas by coming back to Vesper"(142). When True Belle 

arrives she rents a house for the family, buys a stove and puts the family 

back on the survival track. True Belle is a woman who refuses to fail or allow 

her family to fail. These actions display a woman who cares and desires the 

survival of her offspring. Morrison's text omits True Belle's private thoughts; 

certainly, she felt pain seeing her daughter in a state of mental anguish. The 

whereabouts of her younger daughter May are not given, and True Belle's joy 

or lack of joy with her grandchildren is not outlined. What we do see is a 

recurring image of True Belle's response to hardship, laughter. When Golden 

Gray is born, True Belle responds to his presence and the painful memories 

he must elicit with laughter: "But True Belle laughed out loud the minute 

she laid eyes on him and thereafter every day for eighteen years" (139). This 

image occurs again when she sees her daughter and grandchildren for the 

first time after many years of painful separation: "True Belle, who entered 

the single room of their cabin and laughed to beat the band" (113). She 

laughs so loud and so long that it becomes infectious and everyone, even the 

chronically depressed Rose Dear, joins in the laughter. True Belle laughs 

again after her daughter's funeral when her son-in-law arrives, two weeks too 

late, laden with gifts: "She fingered the money and, looking back and forth 

from the coin to her son-in-law, shook her head and laughed" (99). Events 

that would produce tears in others produce laughter in True Belle. Laughter, 

her survival tool, is her response to the absurdity, the sorrow, the challenges 
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created by the institution of slavery. She is not an ordinary woman but a 

woman coping with unbearable agony, the absence of children, the reality of 

grandchildren's hunger and neglect and the death of a child. The laughter 

masks the pain True Belle must have suffered but it also prevents her from 

telling her children and grandchildren to cope with the realities of their lives. 

The laughter creates an absence in the family, missing elements, which 

eventually spiral out of control in subsequent generations. These missing 

elements are symbolic of the missing, fragmented reality inherited by the 

descendants of slaves. Morison's text highlights the absence of True Belle's 

confrontation of the pain inherent in the realistic events. Morrison suggests 

that the struggle to survive must have been all the enslaved could manage. 

The enslaved survived but the missing elements of this survival created a 

puzzle for future generations to solve. As seen in Morrison's work, some do 

and some do not. May, True Belle's younger daughter disappears from the 

text. Her life erased, as many lives were during the antebellum period. Her 

absence symbolizes many issues created from the history. May's 

whereabouts, undiscovered, reflects the multitude of lost lives during the era 

of slavery. What happened to May? There are multiple possibilities; the 

mystery of her disappearance, extends the metaphor of the puzzle of African 

American history in the United States. Her loss from the record also 

symbolizes the loss of any record of True Belle's pain. Another missing 

element in the history is an understanding of how the abandoned children 
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coped in the absence of their parents. The common practice of selling 

children away from parents or parents away from children must have created 

anxiety and resentment in the minds of these abandoned children. We see 

this element explored in Morrison's depiction of Rose Dear and May. Rose 

Dear's feelings are absent in the text, but the effect on her psyche is seen in 

her subsequent actions. 

In Rose Dear's generation, the puzzle becomes more intricate. Abandoned 

twice, once by her mother and a second time by her husband, we see her 

reactions only with the second abandonment. As a child, after her mother is 

forced to leave, Rose Dear must have experienced pain that was unrecorded, 

much like the millions of children separated from their families by the 

institution. Additionally, anger that had no outlet must have left Rose Dear 

with feelings of powerlessness and inadequacy, feelings that were multiplied 

when eighteen years later, forced out of town by the :KKK, her husband also 

leaves. His absence triggers the same emotions Rose Dear experiences when 

her mother leaves. The fact that both her mother and her husband were 

choiceless is not significant. What matters to Rose Dear and residually to her 

children is her inability to cope with the departures. Rose Dear feels a lack of 

power over her own destiny, dramatized in striking detail in a scene 

describing her furniture repossession. Unfortunately, Rose Dear does not 

inherit True Belle's survival tactic and the resulting imagery effectively 

illustrates the real pathos of Rose Dear's predicament. The image projects 
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Rose Dear as suspended in mid-air just as her life is suspended: 

When they got to the table where our mother sat nursing an empty cup, 
they took the table out from under her and then, while she sat there 
alone, and all by herself like, cup in hand, they came back and tipped 
the chair she sat in. She didn't jump up right away, so they shook it a 
bit and since she still stayed seated----looking ahead at nobody----they 
just tipped her out of it like the way you get the cat off the seat if you 
don't want to touch it or pick it up in your arms. You tip it forward and 
it lands on the floor. No harm done if it's a cat because it has four legs. 
But a person, a woman might fall forward and just stay there a minute 
looking at the cup, stronger than she is, unbroken at least and lying a 
bit beyond her hand. Just out of reach. (98) 

Morrison's use of language in this passage is highly symbolic; it reflects Rose 

Dear's despair. The language also helps to fill gaps missing from the history, 

writing down what before could only be imagined. "Alone, and all by herself 

like" depicts the abandonment issues Rose Dear and many African Americans 

faced. The action of tipping Rose Dear out of the chair points to the Whites' 

belief in Blacks' animal qualities, a belief that contributed to the inhumane 

treatment Blacks were subject to for generations and that helped add to the 

misery. The severance of African families , like the severance of animals from 

their offspring, resulted in the missing elements of the history. The refusal to 

touch Violet magnifies the insult, almost as if she were too dirty to touch. 

However, the language reminds the reader of Rose Dear's humanity when the 

text points to the cup. The cup unbroken, unlike Rose Dear who is shattered, 

and out of reach, like Rose Dear's self, is also symbolic of African Americans. 

It illustrates Rose Dear's and all African Americans' struggle to attain 

individuation despite the reality of their history. The cup is a powerful image 
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portraying a person defeated by the machine gunfire of the reality of this 

history, of abuse, neglect and abandonment. Rose Dear's plight illustrates 

the true tragedy of slavery; her life is one example of numerous lives wasted 

by racial oppression. 

Ironically, suicide, the ultimate act of surrender, is also the most powerful 

act Rose Dear commits. Violet, Rose Dear's third child, finds Rose Dear in a 

well: ''Violet never forgot Rose Dear or the place she had thrown herself into-

·-a place so narrow, so dark it was pure, breathing relief to see her stretched 

in a wooden box" (101). The narrator asks multiple questions that have no 

answers. The questions begin with: "Well what was the thing, I wonder, the 

one and final thing she had not been able to endure or repeat?'' (101) . This 

passage, questioning Rose Dear's decision, mirrors the reader's confusion. 

There are no answers to the multiple questions asked, which is reminiscent of 

the gaps left in the history. Her decision to place herself in this dark, narrow 

place typifies the dark realities she and many others faced. Small, narrow 

and dark, the well represents her lack of life choices and the absence in her 

life of room to grow into individuation. Rose Dear's symbolic choice of a 

small, narrow and dark well reflects her feelings of futility with her inability 

to grow as an individual. This choice, an ineffective attempt to control some 

aspect of her life, continues the cycle of abandonment in the family. Violet 

spends her life haunted by the memory of her mother in that dark narrow 

space, and struggles not to be trapped in the same cycle as her mother. The 
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struggle is vicious, because she reverts to the coping mechanisms used by her 

ancestors to survive similar hardships. 

It is important to note that Rose Dear waits until certain of her children's 

safety before placing her body in a place where she has always been mentally. 

This decision, a mother' decision, attests to Rose Dear's humanity. Unable to 

mother, she is aware of the fundamental need her children have to be 

mothered. She waits for four years after True Belle's return before placing 

herself in that dark, narrow space. She abandons her children, unable to 

function further in her dark narrow world, but abandons them to the relative 

safety of her own mother. 

Violet is a case study of a stunted individual, but this stunting is 

ultimately resolved. This resolution is Morrison's method of showing an 

antidote to the residual problems of slavery and racism. Violet's madness 

manifests itself in obsession, violence, irrational behavior and unnatural 

silences. All these manifestations are traceable to Violet's undermothering, 

the root of her mental disturbance. Inheriting True Belle's tendency to 

obsess, Violet's compulsions are complicated and intense. They include 

obsession with the idea of having a child, obsession for a parrot that says I 

love you and a warped love for her husband's dead mistress. This final and 

most complex obsession leads Violet on a road to self-discovery and mental 

health. 

Violet, the daughter of a suicide and a victim of abandonment and neglect, 
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vows never to have children: "The important thing, the biggest thing Violet 

got out of that was to never have children. Whatever happened, no small 

dark foot would rest on another while a hungry mouth said, Mama?" (102). 

Violet haunted by her under-mothering and her mother's suicide, aborts her 

third pregnancy; the first two ended in miscarriage. "Washed away on a tide 

of soap, salt and castor oil. Terrified, perhaps, of so violent a home. Unaware 

that, had it failed, had she braved mammymade poisons and mammy's 

urgent fists , she could have had the best-dressed hair in the City." (109). 

Violet's decision not to mother becomes a decision she later regrets. 

Morrison's sketch of Violet's remorse is illustrated by her attempted 

kidnapping of a baby. The memory of the pleasurable sensation of the baby 

in her arms relieves Violet's psychic pain: 

The memory of the light, however, that had skipped through her veins 
came back now and then, and once in a while, on an overcast day, when 
certain corners in the room resisted lamplight; when the red beans in 
the pot seemed to be taking forever to soften, she imagined a brightness 
that could be carried in her arms. Distributed, if need be, into places 
dark as the bottom of a well. ( 22). 

The reference to the well reminds us of Violet's unresolved resentment 

towards her distant mother. Holding a baby fills empty spaces in Violet's 

fragile psyche; spaces created by her mother's desertion. Obsession with 

becoming a mother helps fill the gaps created in Violet's developing self by 

her own under-mothering. The obsession becomes tangible when Violet 

purchases a baby doll, sleeps with this doll, and stores it under her bed. This 

action, in addition to the prolonged silences, further alienates her husband. 
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Nevertheless, the need Violet has to mother is stronger than anything else is: 

"mother-hunger had hit her like a hammer. Knocked her down and out." 

(108). This compulsive desire to mother, in effect, masks Violet's need to find 

self. 

Before her obsession with Dorcas, her husband's mistress, Violet, who has 

been keeping birds in her apartment, frees all the birds. One of the birds is a 

parrot that says, "I love you!" Violet's abandonment of her birds imitates her 

mother's abandonment of her children. Like the parrot alone in the cold, 

Violet felt ignored by her mother. The parrot does not understand why his 

caregiver has abandoned him just as Violet did not comprehend the desertion 

of her mother. Violet's confusion, created by her mother's emotional distance, 

directs Violet's obsession with Dorcas, her husband Joe's mistress. 

Ostensibly, Violet's scramble to penetrate Dorcas, becomes a journey 

towards her own self-understanding. Violet questions Dorcas' teachers, 

hairdressers, friends and aunt. The constant badgering of Dorcas' aunt 

results in Violet's procurement of Dorcas' picture. Staring at the picture, 

waking in the middle of the night to gaze at the picture of a dead 

woman/child may seem on the surface to be further proof of Violet's 

psychosis. However, this picture helps Violet to understand herself: "an 

inward face----whatever it sees is its own self. You are there, it says, because 

I am looking at you." (12). This obsession with Dorcas, a person, so at ease 

in her skin, so comfortable with her personhood, creates in Violet a new 
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respect for her own life, a respect she did not have before. 

A series of powerful images illustrate the connection of the cycle of 

obsession in these women's lives. The doll under Violet's bed, Violet sitting 

down in the middle of a city street, the parrot saying I love you in the 

freezing cold, Rose Dear in the tiny well space or suspended in mid air as she 

falls from the chair, True Belle laughing in the face of death and despair, 

connect and combine illustrating women coping with unbearable agony, 

exhausted by the reality of their lives and their histories. These women are 

stunted individuals, battered and undervalued by a system that refused them 

the right to achieve individuation. Violet inherits Rose Dear's catatonic 

states and True Belle's obsession. What moves Violet to break the cycle of 

self-annihilation is her realization that these obsessive states compelled her 

to lose her self. At the end of the novel, while talking to Dorcas' friend Felice, 

Violet experiences an epiphany. On her search to understand why her 

husband had an affair, she finds the universal truth of self-value: 

'What's the world for if you can't make it up the way you want it?' 
'The way I want it?' 
'Yeah. The way you want it. Don't you want it to be something more 
than what it is?' 
'What's the point? I can't change it.' 
'That's the point. If you don't , it will change you and it'll be your fault 
cause you let it. I let it. And it messed up my life.' 
'Messed it up how?' 
'Forgot it.'' 
'Forgot?' 
'Forgot it was mine. My life. I just ran up and down the streets 
wishing I was somebody else." ( 208) 

Violet realizes that the person that committed all those "crazy'' acts was 
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someone else; a person unable to escape her history, an agonizing history 

that requires confrontation not repetition. Violet, unlike True Belle and Rose 

Dear, comes to realize the importance of self-love, and thus transcends her 

history. 

Morrison's portrait of the True Belle, Rose Dear, Violet generation of 

women represent many missing elements in the history of African Americans. 

True Belle "choiceless" in the face of the horrors of slavery, Rose Dear, broken 

by her abandonment, unable to mother her children, and Violet, who comes to 

the understanding that to survive she must mother herself, reflect a need for 

human beings to be aware of their history in order to achieve self-love. 

Morrison depicts the reality of mothering during slavery, and demonstrates 

the importance of a strong sense of self in order for good mothering to take 

place. Her examination of this family helps fill gaps in a history that needs 

to be given due consideration so the current generation can go on strong in an 

understanding of ancestors who often sacrificed self in order to survive. 
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A Generation of "Overmothers" Ma'am, Sethe and Denver in Beloved 

Morrison's Jazz and Beloved are attempts to fill gaps in the history of the 

African in America. These attempts display Morrison's confrontation of 

myths, acquired during slavery, used as survival tools. Both novels portray 

families, generation to generation, fighting a history sometimes too painful to 

articulate. Morrison's illustration of Violet and Denver's journey into 

individuation reflects her view of African American survival as a remarkable 

fact worthy of celebration. Ma'am, Sethe and Denver of Beloved, are women 

that demonstrate the difficulties of achieving individuation in the flawed 

system of slavery. Ma'am and Sethe depict the need for the enslaved mother 

to be superwoman in order to mother successfully. They both sustain 

emotional and physical scars that symbolize the far-reaching results of 

slavery on human lives. Their actions, sometimes violent, help prepare 

Denver to embark on a personal quest for self-discovery. 

Ma'am's story is narrated through the fragmented memories of Sethe. At 

times, the memories come to her so suddenly that she does not realize she 

has them. Sethe's memories of her mother are fleeting, a woman working in 

fields with a hat on, a woman, among many others, dancing, but the most 

pivotal of Sethe's few memories is of her mother showing Sethe a scar. The 

intensity of this scene connects Sethe to her mother emotionally as well as 

symbolically. A child at the time of this encounter, Sethe knew this was a 
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significant incident in her life. Morrison signals the weight of this scene by 

repeating the word important twice in one sentence. "All I could think of was 

how important this was and how I needed to have something important to 

say back, but I couldn't think of anything so I just said what I thought." (61). 

A repetition of the word "this" occurs in Ma'am's speech about the scar: 

One thing she did do. She picked me up and carried me behind the 
smokehouse. Back there she opened up her dress front and lifted her 
breast and pointed under it. Right on her rib was a circle and a cross 
burnt right in the skin. She said, 'This is your Ma'am. This,' and she 
pointed. 'I am the only one got this mark now. The rest dead. If 
something happens to me and you can't tell me by my face , you can 
know me by this mark.' Scared me so. (61). 

The scar defines Ma'am. It demonstrates her super woman ability to survive 

horrific physical and emotional pain. Forced to spend most of her time 

working in the fields instead of nurturing her child; she finds an opportunity 

to teach Sethe a lesson. This lesson, the African woman's ability to survive 

brutality, is seemingly presented with cruelty. After looking at her mother's 

scar, Sethe requests one just like it an apparent desire to identify with her 

mother; in response to this innocent request, Ma'am slaps Sethe. 

Superficially, the slap is vicious, but deeper examination of the situation 

reveals Ma'am as a woman exhausted from heavy fieldwork, elated to have 

an opportunity to instruct her child. Ma'am did not have the luxury of 

working mothers today who choose their child's caregiver.5 She had no idea 

what was being taught to her child, if anything. She also knew that she, or 

her child, could be sold at any time. This woman was desperate and her 
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memory comes to her as she is telling the story of the scar to Denver and 

Beloved. She does not share this shameful memory embedded deep in her 

psyche that informs her own act of infanticide: 

She threw them all away but you. The one from the crew she threw 
away on the island. The others from more whites she also threw away 
Without names, she threw them. You she gave the name of the black 
man. She put her arms around him. The others she did not put her 
arms around. Never. Never. Telling you. I am telling you small girl 
Sethe. (62) 

This memory, recounted to the reader at the same time as the story of the 

scar, was also a lesson, one on power and control. Rather than care for 

children born of rape, Ma'am kills them. By killing the children Ma'am 

gains, control. Sethe is the only child born of an encounter where Ma'am has 

any power. Sethe is also the only survivor. These lessons may seem 

unrelated but they appear as motifs in Sethe's life. Ma'am's agitated desire 

for Sethe to know her mother spirals out of control and helps to transform 

Sethe into a mythical superwoman, a superwoman with a horrible twist. 

Michelle Wallace defines the superwoman in Black Macho and the Mvth of 

the Superwoman: 

It is of a woman of inordinate strength, with an ability for tolerating 
an unusual amount of misery and heavy, distasteful work. This 
woman does not have the same fears, weaknesses and insecurities as 
other women, but believes herself to be and is, in fact stronger 
emotionally than most men. Less of a woman in that she is 
less "feminine" and helpless, she is really more of a woman in that she 
is the embodiment of Mother Earth, the quintessential mother with 
infinite sexual, life-giving, and nurturing reserves. In other words, she 
is a superwoman. (107) 

Forced to endure oppressive conditions, the myth of the superwoman helped 
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the enslaved mother to survive. According to Jacqueline Jones, a female 

slave's daily life was grueling. House duties probably included: cooking, 

cleaning, weaving and spinning, dying cloth, ironing, laundering, and 

dressing and caring for the mistress as a personal maid (23). Additionally, 

we know these women sometimes had special skills like making ink and 

tending the kitchen fields. There was nothing easy about a typical day in the 

female house slave's life. The work may have been considered lighter and 

given because of the woman's childbearing status, but these women had no 

rest before giving birth and very little after and were expected to care for 

their children while fulfilling their duties. There were few daycare centers 

available and when there were they were usually run by an elderly, infirmed 

woman. As Deborah Gray White states: "Motherhood bolstered the status of 

women in slave society but it also made a woman's day all the more 

exhausting'' (112). Childbirth and nursing are usually accompanied by 

fatigue and unlike their white counterparts, slave mothers were expected to 

resume "light duties" two to three weeks-postpartum (White 112). Many ex

slaves recall how frustrating mothering and nurturing was for "sucklers" 

(White 113). New mothers speak of the demands of caring for an infant; add 

to these demands the duties of the enslaved mother and the task appears 

insurmountable. History tells us that most of these women survived and so 

did their children. They survived largely because of the superwoman myth, a 

myth created to insure African American survival (Wallace 108). 
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Sethe is portrayed immediately as a superwoman; "the one with iron eyes 

and backbone to match." (9). The use of the adjective iron to describe Sethe 

plants, in the reader's mind, the concept of super strength. The novel takes 

us through Sethe's life by a series of memories. We see Sethe's "inordinate 

strength" in myriad ways. She survives a brutal beating when pregnant with 

her last child. Hours after the beating she escapes, her route an insane trek 

through swamps and wild woods. Not only does she go into premature labor, 

but survives this experience with a healthy baby girl. One wonders where 

she found the emotional and physical strength to persevere. The answer lies 

in the lesson taught by her mother, to endure in spite of the odds. The slave 

owners could not have the final control. No matter how laborious the 

experience, the superwoman endures, even if it means sacrificing the self. 

Mythical is an apt description of the misery Sethe tolerated; consider the 

condition of her feet while making that mad trek through the woods: "How 

Sethe was walking on two feet meant for standing still. How they were so 

swollen, she could not see her arch or feel her ankles. Her leg shaft ended in 

a loaf of bread scalloped by five toenails." (29-30). Most people would have 

stopped long before their feet reached the condition described but Sethe, the 

embodiment of the mythical superwoman, keeps on because of her maternal 

instincts. Her children were waiting for her and her baby needed her milk. 

Historically, many children died when weaned (McMillan 115) so Sethe 

viewed her escape as a mission to save her child's life. She falls but she does 
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not surrender to death: "Concerned as she was for the life of her children's 

mother" (30). The "quintessential mother," she had "milk enough for all," 

(100) and "she was wide enough for all." The knowledge of her own mother's 

endurance of epic misery and the primeval desire for survival through the 

lives of her offspring kept Sethe from surrendering to failure. 

Her emotional strength was also that of the superwoman. Halle, Sethe's 

husband, witnesses her brutal beating and the rape of her breast milk and 

has a mental breakdown. Sethe imagines the pleasure of insane oblivion: 

Other people went crazy, why couldn't she? Other people's brains 
stopped, turned around and went on to something new, which is what 
must have happened to Halle. And how sweet that would have been: 
the two of them back by the milk shed, squatting by the churn, 
smashing cold lumpy butter into their faces with not a care in the 
world. Feeling it slippery, sticky-rubbing it in their hair, watching it 
squeeze through their fingers . What a relief to stop right there. Close. 
Shut. (70). 

However, Sethe, archetypically the superwoman, cannot wallow in the sweet 

sensation of forgetfulness with Halle: "Her children were chewing sugar teat 

under a blanket on their way to Ohio and no butter play would change that" 

(70-71). Her response to the possibility of escape into insanity is the response 

of many enslaved mothers; I must stay sane for my children. Trapped in the 

role of the superwoman, insanity was not an option. Sethe's reason for 

continued survival was her future and this transformed to a more profound 

explanation, the future of the race. Still, the cost of this survival was the self 

and the children inherited this cost. 

Further demonstrations of the forfeiture of the self are demonstrated 
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when Sethe is forced to face the probability that her children will be returned 

to Sweet Home and slavery. The very idea that all her sacrifice and 

perseverance has been thwarted is too much for Sethe to tolerate. This is 

when she commits an atrocious crime, by cutting the throat of her third child 

and attempting to kill her other children. This act releases her and her 

surviving children forever from physical slavery but encases her forever 

within the psychological scars of slavery. 

The meaning of Sethe's infanticide defies intellectualization. The murder 

of the child, given a name at her funeral, Beloved, is horrific in its intensity. 

It is a glaring example of the failings of slavery. Any institution that would 

incite such an act by a mother who loves so deeply is obviously warped 

beyond repair. Perhaps, like Fox-Genovese suggests, the very act of 

infanticide is an act of resistance from the center of the enslaved woman's 

experience, a type of calling the slave holders to account (324). The very act 

is paradoxical to the survival of any people. African American mothers, 

mothering successfully, made their people the only self-reproducing slave 

population of the western hemisphere (Fox-Genovese 322). It seems obvious 

to say that infanticide could not have been a frequent protest or calling of the 

slaveholders to accounts. If not the norm, then why did Morrison choose to 

write about this particular mother and this particular event? 

Unquestionably, Sethe's action has many plausible explanations. Possibly, to 

make the reader understand the inhumanity of the history. Alternatively, 
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maybe to explore one of the most paradoxical acts that a human being can 

commit. One significant reason is Sethe's entrapment in the cycle of super

womanhood. Another, more disturbing explanation is the trap of Sethe's 

pride. 

Super-womanhood may have helped make the African American race 

survive but incongruously this myth also led Sethe to this self-destructive 

act. Spinning in a cycle, trapped in a circle the superwoman has no self and 

no choices. The frenzied description of Sethe's version of her crime is 

punctuated by circuitous language: "She was spinning. Round and round the 

room. Past the jelly cupboard, past the window, past the front door, another 

window, the sideboard, the keeping-room door, the dry sink, the stove-back to 

the jelly cupboard." (159). Twirling in a circle, tornado-like in its power, 

Sethe feels seized in a trap that only she can release. The circular imagery 

places emphasis on the trap . Examining her language leads to this 

undeniable conclusion. Her repetition of the pronoun I: "I did it. I got us all 

out. Without Halle too. Up till then it was the only thing I ever did on my 

own" (162). The stress she places on her ability to succeed in the face of 

ridiculous odds and succeed alone demonstrates a conscious knowledge of her 

strength. This awareness fills her with the belief that she is strong enough to 

kill her children. 

The arrival of schoolteacher, which signaled the return of Sethe's children 

to slavery, highlights the paradox of the superwoman. She believed she had 
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to kill her children to "save" them from slavery; by killing her child, she killed 

an essential part of herself. This reflects the danger of the myth. The myth 

helped a people to survive but it also deprived individuals of their 

individuation. Sethe's paradoxical position illustrates this point. She, like 

many super-mothers of that time, had to kill a part of herself in order to 

survive. "I couldn't let all that go back to where it was, and I couldn't let her 

nor any of them live under schoolteacher. That was out" (163). The simple 

phrase, "that was out," also depicts Sethe's pride. Her defeat of the slave 

owners, using her superwoman strength would be destroyed by recapture. 

Sethe knows this but she cannot explain it: "Sethe knew that the circle she 

was making around the room, him, the subject, would remain one. That she 

could never close in, pin it down for anybody who had to ask. If they didn't 

get it right off-she could never explain" (163). This vicious circle of super

womanhood was debilitating, it helped the enslaved mother and her offspring 

survive but it also helped stall the individual's journey to selfhood. 

Morrison has stated that Beloved is the first in a series of novels that 

examines love, love warped by mitigating circumstances; love so strong it 

obliterates self. Sethe loses herself in the role of mother. Mothering 

produces any satisfaction experienced in life. So much, so that she cannot see 

any value to her life without her children: "I wouldn't draw breath without 

my children." (203). Sethe's murder of her child reflects a murder of her self. 

"Infant need and maternal care reciprocates so intensely, many psychologists 
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believe, that they blur the distinctions between child and parent" (Mathieson 

212). This blurring becomes even more pronounced when coupled with the 

institution of slavery as evident in Sethe's character. In order for true self

love to occur, a person must relinquish unreasonable demands on itself. 

Sethe needs to free herself from this debilitating role. The murder of Beloved 

produces many complex effects. One effect releases Sethe from the label of 

super-mother and frees her to rediscover self-love. 

After Beloved's murder Sethe exists in a sort of limbo. She only emerges 

when, with the help of the community, she confronts her dead daughter. 

Only then is Sethe able to ask in response to Paul D's statement: 

''You your best thing Sethe." "Me? Me?'' (273) . 

The question marks leave interpretation of Sethe's response open. Is she 

questioning Paul D's assertion that she is her best thing? Alternatively, does 

the question mark signal Sethe's wonder at the sudden realization of self? 

Sethe's rediscovery of the importance of her selfbood is uncertain; while 

Denver's understanding of the journey to the self is affirmed. 

Denver, Sethe's youngest daughter, symbolizes the future of the African 

American race. Even before birth, she is a metaphor of both the past and the 

present; she lives in Sethe's womb and her imagination as an antelope, 

impatient, active and demanding. Denver's comparison, in Sethe's 

imagination, to an antelope, connects Denver in the reader's mind to Sethe's 

mother and her life before slavery: "And oh but when they danced and 
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sometimes they danced the antelope. The men as well as the ma'ams, one of 

whom was certainly her own." (32). The text reminds us of Ma'am's stubborn 

tenacity and her refusal to lose her self to the brutality of slavery. It is in 

this metaphor that Denver emanates as "the female survivor of the Western 

culture." (Demetrkopoulos 55). Denver's ability to transcend her mother's 

brutal history and come forth as an evolving individual unfolds through the 

narrative in a variety of symbolic incidents. Her escapes to a wooded bower, 

her quest for knowledge and her rescue of her mother and sister are 

indicators of Denver's resilience. 

Denver exists in a desolate, haunted house; a house haunted by the horror 

that was slavery. Living with a mother that has killed, a grandmother so 

physically and emotionally scarred by slavery that she has gone to bed to die, 

and a ghost that is "rebuked,' it is no wonder that she finds a sanctuary 

where she can escape the realities of her daily existence. This room is almost 

Eden-like: 

In these woods, between the field and the stream, hidden by post oaks, 
five boxwood bushes, planted in a ring, had started stretching toward 
each other four feet off the ground to form a round empty room seven 
feet high, its walls fifty inches of murmuring leaves. 

Bent low, Denver could crawl into this room, and once there she 
could stand all the way up in emerald light. (28). 

In this room Denver grows from child running away from pain and anger to 

woman running to a room that allows her to create; "Denver's imagination 

produced its own hunger and its own food ... " (28). Here in this natural place 

away from the hurt of her loved ones she finds solace with her emerging self. 
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She can imagine the miracle of her birth minus the mythical suffering her 

mother bore and rejoice in the wonder of her being. The room, her sanctuary, 

is useful until Beloved returns. The return of this "rebuked" dead sister 

signals Denver's outgrowing of this sanctuary. The bower had served its 

purpose, nurturing Denver, allowing her to grow basking in the symbolically 

green light. It is significant that the light is green because green symbolizes 

growth and renewal, and thus extends to symbolize Denver's ability to grow 

into self. However, for continued growth to occur, Denver needs to face the 

residual effects of slavery and move beyond its horrors into individuation. 

Denver's quest for knowledge is comparable to the quest of many Black 

Americans. 6 Many slave narratives record the protagonists hunger for 

knowledge and struggles with becoming literate. Denver timidly follows 

children to Lady Jones' house/school-once invited in she is enthralled by the 

words, the letters of her name, and the sounds of the language of the bible. 

This thrilling venture is stalled by the atrocities of the past. A classmate, 

Nelson Lord, questions Denver about her mother and the murder. Lord's 

question exposes Denver to knowledge with which she is not prepared to 

cope. This so traumatizes Denver that she becomes deaf for two years. The 

horror of her mother's action leads Denver away from her path to knowledge 

temporarily. This initial foray into the world is significant. It demonstrates 

Denver's ability to rise above her past and more importantly to rise above 

using knowledge. The use of knowledge, education seems to be the most 
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constructive way to survive the nightmare that was slavery. Knowledge of 

self, that which Denver continues to explore, is the only hope for a positive 

future. 

When Sethe and Beloved become trapped in a cycle of blame and 

responsibility, Denver leaves and saves them from sure starvation. Denver's 

decision to search for food is a profound step towards her sense of self. It is 

important to note here that as afraid as she has been all her life of her 

mother's strength, it is this strength that Denver reverts to in order to save 

herself and her loved ones. The abundance of nurturing and protection that 

Denver has received from Sethe is now used by Denver to nurture and protect 

her own mother and her self. She knows if she does not act her life and the 

life of her mother will be lost. Baby Suggs is also instrumental in Denver's 

monumental step out of 124: 

Her throat itched; her heart kicked-and then Baby Suggs laughed 
clear as anything. ''You mean I never told you nothing about Carolina? 
About your daddy? You don't remember nothing about how come 
walk the way I do and about your mother's feet, not to speak of her 
back? I never told you all that? Is that why you can't walk down the 
steps? My Jesus my." 
But you said there was no defense. 
"There ain't." 
Then what do I do? 
"Know it, and go on out the yard. Go on." (245). 

The message in this passage is that in order to survive individuals must face 

danger. Denver needed to know about the atrocities of slavery. Her 

ancestors' pain and survival explains her existence but it also informs her 

journey to self-discovery. The intent of Baby Suggs' message is clear and 
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meant for both Denver and all Mrican Americans. Denver, a symbol for the 

future of this race, needs to leave the insanity of 124 in order to survive. But 

she needs to leave cognizant of her history so she may surpass it. 

It is significant that Nelson Lord, the boy who asks Denver about her 

mother, also utters the words that helps Denver reach an important 

realization. "All he did was smile and say, 'Take care of yourself, Denver,' 

but she heard as though it were what language was made for. The last time 

he spoke to her his words blocked up her ears. Now they opened her mind." 

(252). Nelson's words help focus the actions Denver had already taken to 

secure a future for her self. They teach her that she must take responsibility 

for her life. It is after this encounter that Denver decides to seek 

employment; this employment ultimately leads her back to her original quest 

for knowledge. Denver's future is assured; when we last see her, she is lit up 

like a gas stove for some young man. She will carry her knowledge on to 

future generations, but she will do this armed with the knowledge her mother 

is still uncertain of, that she is her best thing. 
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The Maternal Community in Jazz and Beloved 

In writing about the role of the mother in defining the African American 

self, Morrison is claiming a people's history that has been severely 

fragmented as a result of slavery. For a slave in the South daily life was 

grueling; in order to endure, the mother role had to be more than biological. 

Community members had to support each other in order to survive. Images 

of the community mother are deftly explored in Morrison's Beloved and Jazz. 

In Beloved, Nan, Baby Suggs, Ella and even Mrs. Garner become surrogate 

mothers to Sethe. Baby Suggs eclipses surrogacy and becomes one symbolic 

element that helps to clarify the puzzle that is the history of 4frican 

Americans in the United States. Baby Suggs' role , as emotional, spiritual, 

and biological mother becomes necessary to the community as it strives to 

define itself. The harsh reality of daily life for the enslaved mother made the 

surrogate mother a crucial aspect of daily life. Enslaved women rarely 

enjoyed the undivided attention of their mothers (Fox-Genovese 148). 

Consequently, groups of women bonded to protect each other and their 

offspring when necessary. The need for community mothering continues 

after slavery. In Jazz, Malvonne, Alice Manfred, True Belle and Hunters 

Hunter all become surrogate parents to motherless children. This surrogacy, 

a fact in the African American community during and post slavery, had both 

positive and negative consequences; certainly, these dual responses are 
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visible in Morrison's works perhaps most significantly in Jazz and Beloved. 

Nan, a friend of Ma'am, Sethe's mother, has what appears superficially to 

be a minute role in the narrative. She nurses Sethe and tells her stories of 

her mother's life before slavery and America. Nan spoke to Sethe in a 

forgotten tongue: "And who used different words. Words, Sethe understood 

then but could neither recall or repeat now (62)." Sethe's fragmented 

memories may not include the words but they do include their meanings. 

These meanings are integral elements in her concept of herself. Nan's 

memories include, being at sea, being raped by the crew, being on an island 

and Ma'am's (Sethe's mother) disposal of unwanted children. Ofvast 

importance is Nan's recollection of Ma'am's refusal to relinquish her person: 

''You she gave the name of the black man. She put her arms around him. 

The others she did not put her arms around. Never. Never. (62)." In Nan's 

stories linger many lessons not forgotten by Sethe; these lessons are pivotal 

to Sethe's warped sense of self. In these stories, the slaveholders conquer 

Ma'am's body but never her mind. Ma'am's will did not allow her to nurture 

the infants born of rape. Her character portrayed through her actions, not 

words, and these actions teach this lesson: whites can take the enslaved's 

bodies but not their minds. This lesson ultimately leads Sethe to commit 

infanticide, triggered by the recapture and return to slavery of herself and 

her children. Sethe's ordeal suffered through the experience of slavery is 

very different from her mother's but their responses are the same, a refusal 
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to surrender the mind to the slaveholder. Thus Nan, "the one she (Sethe) 

knew best, who was around all day, who nursed babies, cooked, had one good 

arm and half of another" (62) becomes more than a small memory in Sethe's 

world. Her role as nursemaid and storyteller is significant both positively 

and negatively in Sethe's emerging self. Tales of resistance, told in a mother 

tongue, enforce the need. in Sethe for a self, but the tool, infanticide, destroys 

a part of herself, and ultimately the African American self. 

Nan's entire being is a creation that reflects missing elements in the 

African American identity. Her stories in an African language, narratives of 

rage and defiance, told while swinging half an arm in the air, help the 

twentieth century reader to imagine the areas of culture stolen needed to 

create an African self, language and culture. How can African Americans 

restore that self without these elements, elements symbolically displayed by 

Nan's missing arm? This question remains unanswered in the text; the 

reader receives the pieces of the puzzle but no solution. Morrison artistically 

displays possible irreplaceable missing puzzle pieces. Nan is just one piece in 

the enormous conundrum; Baby Suggs becomes another, one more complex 

and maybe more troubling. 

Baby Suggs' role in Beloved is illustrative of the role the community plays 

in developing the African American self. She teaches individuals in the 

community a spiritual love gained through an intrinsic love of self. Survivors 

of Baby Suggs family, Sethe, her daughter-in-law, and Denver, her 
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granddaughter, endure largely because Baby Suggs nurtures, protects and 

loves them unconditionally. What is disquieting about Baby Suggs' role is 

her eventual inability to nurture herself. One wonders how many women 

there were like Baby Suggs, women with a mission-like zeal to mother and in 

the process of fulfilling this zeal lost sight of themselves. 

As an old woman of sixty, Baby Suggs first experiences freedom through 

the diligence of her youngest son Halle. She thinks that the only thing more 

difficult than having given birth to eight children and only seeing Halle 

mature, would be to leave him. But, Halle desperately wants to free his 

mother so she does the difficult thing and allows him to buy her freedom. 

"And when she stepped foot on free ground she could not believe that Halle 

knew what she didn't; that Halle, who had never drawn one free breath, 

knew that there was nothing like it in this world. It scared her."(141) . The 

first goal of this exhausted mother is to find the seven children stolen by 

slavery, when this proves fruitless, instead of surrendering to despair she 

turns to the community. Unable to mother her own children, her home and 

her maternal skills become haven to the community of ex-slaves: 

Baby Suggs, holy loved, cautioned, fed , chastised and soothed. Where 
not one but two pots simmered on the stove; where the lamp burned all 
night long. Strangers rested there while children tied on their shoes. 
Messages were left there, for whoever needed them was sure to stop in 
there one day soon. Talk was low and to the point-for Baby Suggs, 
holy didn't approve of extra. "Everything depends on knowing how 
much," she said, and "Good is knowing when to stop." (87) 

The language in this passage, much like a spiritual, reflects Baby Suggs' role 
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not only as maternal, with arms wide enough for all, but also as a spiritual 

leader. The repetition of "holy" demonstrates the pivotal role she played in 

helping the community develop an identity beyond the physical realm. This 

community is home to a group of people told all their lives that they are less 

than human; they had to struggle to be free and to prove their humanity to 

the larger society. Baby Suggs' preaching is instrumental in leading them 

away from debilitating self-hate. She leads the people; man, woman and 

child to a space in the woods called the Clearing. There she preaches a 

sermon on self-love, a love that begins with loving the body, every part of it: 

The dark, dark liver-love it, love it, and the beat and beating heart, 
love that too. More than eyes or feet. More than lungs that have yet to 
draw free air. More than your life holding womb and your life-giving 
private parts, hear me now, love your heart. For this is the prize. (88-
89) 

The message in Baby Suggs' sermon is vital to the emerging African 

American self. The name, "the clearing'' is also symbolic; having been taught, 

through the actions of slave-owners, that they were less than human, this 

community of ex-slaves needed these spiritual sessions in the Clearing to 

help clear their psyches of the debilitating results of slavery. The message: 

"Love it. Love it hard. Yonder they do not love your flesh. They despise it" 

(88) is just as fundamental, today as it was in the nineteenth century. After 

years of being "owned" and told just by that fact of their lack of worth, the 

African in America needs to understand the power of self-love. The final 

lesson, to "love your heart" illustrates the urgency for a spiritual love 
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experienced by a people floundering under centuries of abuse. These people 

required a guide to lead them to an understanding of their history to stop 

floundering and begin growing. 

Denver and Sethe also benefit from Baby Suggs' mothering. When Sethe 

arrives at 124, she is a mass of exposed flesh. After a vicious sexual and 

physical attack, a grueling journey to freedom that includes childbirth, 

Sethe's emotional state is also in tatters. Baby Suggs' gentle care brings 

Sethe back to the human world: 

She led Sethe to the keeping room and, by the light of a spirit lamp, 
bathed her in sections, starting with her face. Then, while waiting for 
another pan of heated water, she sat next to her and stitched gray 
cotton. Sethe dozed and woke to the washing of her hands and arms. 
After each bathing, Baby covered her with a quilt and put another pan 
on in the kitchen. When Sethe's legs were done, Baby looked at her 
feet and wiped them lightly. She cleaned between Sethe's legs with two 
separate pans of hot water and then tied her stomach and vagina with 
sheets. Finally, she attacked the unrecognizable feet. (93). 

The methodical description of Baby Suggs' cleansing Sethe's body reminds us 

of her sermons in the Clearing. The systematic washing, body part, by body 

part, reminds Sethe of her humanity. This care, given to Sethe, mirrors the 

care needed by the human's psyche in order to survive as a whole person. 

The spirit lamp and Baby Suggs holy become figurative elements that revive 

Sethe's soul, giving her the ability to continue to nurse the baby Denver who 

grows into a self-actualized individual. Later, Baby Suggs' stories told to 

Denver help her to face the world, an evil place for many African Americans, 

especially at that time, but still a place to confront in order to grow. Even 
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more significant is Baby Suggs' lesson to Denver. "That I should always listen 

to my body and love it" (209). Once again, the emphasis on self-love a 

required ingredient in any humans' quest for a fulfilling life. These lessons 

and stories remain a part of Denver's memory and help her to become the 

emblematic future of the African American race. 

Baby Suggs helps Sethe, Denver, and goes beyond her biological family, 

helping steer a community towards the important task of defining themselves 

through self-love. Unfortunately, all this work is not expended on herself. 

Baby Suggs does not survive; the murder of the baby Beloved is the last 

outrage Baby Suggs' psyche can manage. She informs Stamp Paid that she is 

going to bed to think about the colors of things. "She just up and quit. By the 

time Sethe was released she had exhausted blue and was well on her way to 

yellow." (177). Baby Suggs is worn down by the realities of slavery. The 

wonderful lessons taught in the clearing become personally insignificant 

when compared to the nightmare of watching her daughter-in-law kill her 

granddaughter. One can understand Baby Suggs' reaction; in spite of her 

hard work to counteract the cruelty of slavery, the slaveholders came in her 

yard and provoked Sethe's horrible act, ruining all Baby Suggs' maternal 

work. "Her past had been like her present-intolerable-and since she knew 

death was anything but forgetfulness, she used the little energy left her for 

pondering color." ( 4). Why does Baby Suggs ponder color? Is it harmless like 

she suggests? On the contrary, color is the characteristic used by Whites to 
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determine Blacks' inferiority. Baby Suggs' contemplation of color could be a 

way of exploring why her past and her present are intolerable. If so, she dies 

before she finds the answer. Baby Suggs' character teaches us that one 

person cannot be responsible for teaching a people self-love. For this 

monumental task needs an entire community's cooperation. We see this 

community take shape at the end of the narrative with Ella and her thirty 

followers. 

Ella, along with the rest of the community, ostracizes Sethe after the 

murder of the infant. It is ironic that Ella condemns Sethe for an action of 

which she herself is guilty. While held as a sexual toy by two white men (a 

father and a son) Ella gave birth to a child she refused to nurse and watched 

die. Ella does not believe in love but she does believe in survival; "Ella had 

been beaten every way but down" (258). Slavery allowed those men to take 

Ella's self. Now, after finding a way back to her personhood, Ella refuses to 

admit into her world any reminders of slavery. Beloved's return is 

unacceptable to Ella, so she gathers with these women to exorcise the past, 

partly for Sethe's sake but mostly for her own. Ella's action at the end of the 

narrative rids Sethe of the creature that was robbing any chance of her 

attaining selfbood. The community ultimately saves Sethe and 

metaphorically saves itself. They banish Beloved, who represents the ghosts 

of slavery, and confirm that it is only through confrontation with the past 

that the community can begin the natural healing process (Otten 660) 
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Thus, the community as maternal is essential in the Mrican American 

world. This is clear in the way Morrison chooses to close Beloved, with a 

community bonding together to save a lost member and ultimately itself. 

Beloved, tangibly, a representation of slavery must be destroyed in order for 

the community to develop . Nevertheless, the role of the community as 

maternal is unfocussed in Beloved. The damage done to the individuals that 

become maternal figures is extensive. Because of this damage, they fail to 

mother themselves. Additionally, the community is responsible for some 

damage done to both Sethe and Baby Suggs. Beloved's community is 

perplexing, leaving the reader with confusing issues, issues redressed in 

Jazz. In Jazz the community of mothers is more positive. Although suffering 

from the difficulties of being Black in America, their pasts are conceivable, 

tolerable. Alice Manfred and Violet depict individuals in a community well 

on its way to healing. Their friendship , a bond formed from hardship and 

pain, demonstrate the necessity for female bonds in the Black community. 

More importantly, their improbable friendship , illustrate the possibility of 

bonds forming in spite of malicious histories. Of course, the novel's setting is 

early twentieth century New York, so the wounds of slavery have had some 

time to heal. The characters' struggles with achieving individuation indicate 

the lasting effects of slavery like race riots and lynchings, but they come to 

terms with their battles and strive towards the important definition of self. 

In Jazz, the community of women ''become a solution to gender 
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oppression" (Mbalia 625). Additionally, this community becomes a balm to 

help soothe the harsh reality of cultural oppression. In great part, this 

community aids Violet's journey to selfbood. Violet's relationship with Alice 

Manfred is the catalyst that leads to Violet's psychic healing. Self-hate, fear, 

anger and resentment are all reflected in Alice's character. Yet, even with 

these troubling emotions, inherited from the legacy of slavery, Alice helps 

Violet realize she wants to be "the woman my mother didn't stay around long 

enough to see ... The one she would have liked and the one I used to like 

before." (208). Alice, possessed by her own demons of self-hate, helps Violet 

come to this profound self-love. It is not surprising that Morrison uses one 

tormented character to assist another since "Morrison's fiction avoids 

comfortable absolutions and resolutions that satisfy and reassure" (Otten 

651) . Morrison's novels, most notably Jazz and Beloved, urge readers to 

celebrate the past and the survival of the ancestors. This tendency of 

distressed individuals bonding to save each other is a direct inheritance from 

slavery where the community often had to fill the role of the beleaguered 

mother. Beloved and Jazz contain images of the maternal community, 

images responsible for a people's survival. 

Alice's fear, self-hate, anger and resentment are all connected to the 

racism she suffers in the city: "it was where salesmen touched her and only 

her as though she were part of the goods they had condescended to sell her; it 

was the tissue required if the management was generous enough to let you 
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try on a blouse (but not a hat) in a store." (54). The constant barrage of these 

insults builds in Alice's interior life until she is enraged enough to commit 

violent acts; Morrison's language, the repetition, imitates Violet's experience. 

"It made her hold her hand in the pocket of her apron to keep from smashing 

it through the glass pane to snatch up the world in her fist and squeeze the 

life out of it for doing what it did and did and did to her and everybody else 

she knew or knew about." (59). Listening to the music propels Alice into a 

world of emotions she would rather dismiss. To avoid the sounds of the music 

and what it does to her, Alice locks herself in a sweltering apartment, closing 

windows, and metaphorically closing out the pain. Eluding the music and the 

pain leads Alice to the dangerous world of self-abhorrence that keeps her 

from enjoying life. This section of the novel, describing Alice's complex 

repertoire of emotions, imitates the complexity of jazz and its themes. The 

anger, despair, and frustration of the African in America are embodied in 

their music. Alice's hatred of the music, "just colored folks stuff' blocks her 

own self-actualization. 

Yet, even while blocking, Alice notices the connections between the music, 

her anger and the fate of the child she is mothering, Dorcas. "The drums 

spanned the distance, gathering them all up and connected them: Alice, 

Dorcas, her sister and her brother-in-law, the Boy Scouts and the frozen 

black faces, the watchers on the pavement and those in the windows above." 

(58). It is this understanding of the connection between the anger of the 
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music and the anger she feels that allows Alice to permit Violet entrance into 

her life. Together, these stunted individuals, one closed and self-deprecating 

the other "a study in madness" manage to obtain a harmonious balance in life 

(Furman 89). 

Violet begins visiting Alice shortly after Dorcas' death. Violet, broken and 

weary, comes to Alice searching for a place to rest: "I had to sit down 

somewhere. I thought I could do it here. That you would let me and you did." 

(82). Violet instinctively arrives at Alice's home searching for a place to ease 

her troubled psyche. She knows, intuitively, that at Alice's home she will 

find what she needs. The visits become mothering rituals that include tea, 

chores, advice, and even disagreements. These sporadic, ritualistic visits 

(Alice never knows when Violet is coming but when she arrives every visit 

includes tea, ironing and Alice sewing a tear in Violet's clothing.) give Violet 

a chance to examine the reality of her life, her past and what might be her 

future. Alice's mothering rituals lead Violet to an understanding of her life 

which allows her to transcend the pain and achieve selfhood. 

Superficially, the bond between Violet and Alice is strange. Alice is a 

closed, proper, "lady" highly concerned with appearances while Violet is 

openly warped, with little care for appearances. However, these women 

share a bond that goes beyond similar ethnicity and sex. Both have family 

histories marred by racial oppression and both women have unfaithful 

husbands. Although Alice never acts on her violent fantasies, she 
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understands fully Violet's assault on her dead niece. Facing those memories 

helps Alice realize the importance of her own life as separate from the lives of 

the people who have hurt her. During Violet's visits, Alice realizes the 

importance of personally defining her life. She screams at Violet, while 

sewing the lining ofher coat or ironing, to "Wake up. Fat or lean, you got just 

one. This is it." (110). ''You got anything left to you to love, anything at all, 

do it" (112) . "I'm saying make it, make it!" (113). The message is clear to 

Violet. She uses Alice's advice to conquer her fears and do just as Alice 

suggests, make something of her life. 

Two important images recur through the scenes of Violet and Alice 

communing in Alice's apartment: Alice methodically ironing, and Alice and 

Violet laughing hysterically when Alice bums her ironing. Ironing becomes a 

metaphor for women's work, a routine that makes the messy orderly. Alice is 

obsessive about her ironing, ironing pillowcases, curtains, even dust cloths. 

Therefore, it is significant when Alice ignores her ironing, allowing it to bum, 

when she tells Violet of the importance of defining her life. The intensity of 

this moment lightens when both women realize that Alice has burned her 

precious ironing and laugh uncontrollably. This laughter reminds Violet of 

her grandmother and the very important lesson she taught her: "that 

laughter is serious. More complicated, more serious than tears." (113). This 

incident allows Violet to laugh at the absurdity of her actions. The laughter 

is more serious than tears because it heals both women. 
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Alice and Violet, healing, laughing communing, two troubled women 

examining problems in their lives and coming to a greater sense of self. This 

survival tactic connects directly to the legacy of slavery. As is true in all 

Morrison's works, the reader receives no simple solution to the achievement 

of individuation through community mothering. We observe two women 

examine each other's lives, the brutality of their history and come to the 

realization of the importance of defining themselves. The message, as seen 

before, is the need of the African in America to face the brutality of the 

history in order to define themselves for the future. This is not a simple task 

and the message arrives with unanswered questions. Alice's departure from 

the narrative is perplexing. She moved back to Springfield, "a woman with a 

taste for brightly colored dresses is there whose breasts are probably soft 

sealskin purses now, and who may need a few things." (222). Alice's future is 

a question mark, just as in Beloved, Sethe's future is a question mark, as we 

leave her she questions "Me?" Is she her best thing? Will she or Alice 

continue to heal and redefine themselves? There are no simple solutions to 

the puzzles left by slavery, just as there are no simple, neatly packaged 

answers to these questions in the text. Morrison has stated: "for a Black 

writer to be didactic is really a cardinal sin because the last thing that I 

would do with Black people, if they're anything like I am or like the Black 

people that I have respect for, is to be that pompous and tell them what to do" 

(Naylor and Morrison 575). In actuality, some mysteries will remain 
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unsolved. Morrison is not "telling her reader what to do" simply examining 

the past to make the present stronger. 
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Wild and Beloved, a Journey into the Inexplicable in Jazz and Beloved 

Morrison's characters are memorable but do not emerge as individuals by 

Western standards. Her characters become symbols, unending mutations 

and dispersions (Harding 13). Wild in Jazz and Beloved in Beloved are 

characters that are symbols, mutations and unending dispersions. They are 

symbolic of all the missing elements inherited from slavery. Beloved and 

Wild are symbols of Blackness and motherhood (Harding 31). Beloved 

disappears at the end of the narrative and seems to reappear in Jazz as Wild 

in an even more surrealistic form and more marginal than before. Their 

characters seem to suggest the impossibility of discovering all missing 

elements, these same undiscoverable elements that still affect the Mrican 

American's modern life. Hence, slavery, although no longer a practiced 

American institution, still has debilitating consequences on life today. 

Paul D asks Denver if Beloved, the fantastic girl/woman that invaded 124, 

is her sister and Denver responds: "At times I think she was more." (266). 

Naturally Beloved is much more; she is a mysterious element, symbolic of 

many issues concerning Mrican Americans. Superficially, she illustrates the 

significant role the mother plays in the emerging self. Beloved, murdered in 

her infancy, returns in the body of an adult but with the unresolved issues of 

an infant. Infants know no separation between themselves and their 
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mothers; thus, Beloved's sole concern is her mother, Sethe. A bizarre, 

complex element with multiple meanings, her character grows to represent 

slavery, the loss of self as it relates to slavery, and the disremembered and 

unaccounted for. Additionally, because of the murder, her character 

exemplifies the abandonment issue in the history of African Americans. 

When Beloved first arrives at 124, she is sleepy, clingy, craves sweets, and 

cannot keep her eyes off Sethe. There are many clues given indicating she is 

the murdered baby. When Sethe first sees her she is seized by an 

uncontrollable urge to urinate: "Like a horse, she thought, but as it went on 

and on she thought, No, more like flooding the boat when Denver was born." 

(51). Beloved's skin is smooth and flawless "except for three vertical 

scratches on her forehead ." (51). These clues help the reader recognize the 

return of Sethe's oldest daughter. Adding to the clues is Beloved's insatiable 

desire for Sethe: "Beloved could not take her eyes off Sethe. Like a familiar, 

she hovered, never leaving the room Sethe was in unless required and told 

to." (57) . Beloved returns to her mother feeling all the indignation of an 

abandoned child coupled with the infant's overwhelming love for the mother. 

Once Sethe realizes the identity of her visitor, she is thrilled; this is her 

chance for redemption. Given enough time, Sethe believes she can explain 

her actions, make her victim understand her victimization. Explanations are 

useless, however, because for Beloved, with the mentality of a two-year-old, 

the reasons are meaningless: "the more Sethe began to talk, explain, describe 
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how much she had suffered, been through, for her children, waving away flies 

in grape arbors, crawling on her knees to a lean-to. None of which made the 

impression it was supposed to." (241). In fact, Sethe can never repay Beloved 

and in her attempt to do so Sethe almost loses her life. The time spent away 

from her mother is unsalvageable. One of the most debilitating effects of 

slavery, the separations, especially of mother from child has no simple 

exoneration. It is impossible to sufficiently punish or explain the crime of 

slavery. This truth clearly demonstrated in Sethe's inability to satiate 

Beloved's incessant need for rationalization. 

Beloved also illustrates the anguish the enslaved suffered by the continual 

separations from family members. "Beloved accused her of leaving her 

behind. Of not being nice to her, not smiling at her. She said they were the 

same, had the same face, how could she have left her?'' (241). This question 

is reminiscent of the questions many Africans must have had during the 

antebellum period and continue to have today. The severed family bonds 

created disconnectedness difficult to fathom. Augmenting that uncertainty is 

Beloved's monologue, a series of disjointed phrases lacking punctuation. 

Here, Morrison uses language to explore the gaps made in African American 

history. The monologue, incoherent and muddled, seems to be spoken at first 

by the murdered baby: "how can I say things that are pictures I am not 

separate from her there is no place where I stop her face is my own and I 

want to be there in the place where her face is and be looking at it too" (210). 
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Like a baby, the speaker of these words thinks in pictures and visualizes no 

separation between herself and the maternal. Furthermore, the speaker sees 

a woman, presumably her mother, and wants to be with her at all times, 

imitating the desires of an infant. The monologue's voice shifts position, from 

the murdered baby, to an African on board a slave ship during the middle 

passage. These people, survivors of the journey from Africa to the "new 

world," stolen from their homes, placed in an incomprehensible situation by 

strange looking men "without skins" must have felt completely confused. It 

must have been difficult to verbalize this disorder. This chaotic experience 

described in Beloved's monologue reveals the terror of the middle passage: 

"All of it is now it is always now there will never be a time when I 
am not crouching and watching others who are crouching too I am 
always crouching the man on my face is dead his face is not mine 
his mouth smells sweet but his eyes are locked some who eat nasty 
themselves I do not eat the men without skin bring us their 
morning water to drink we have none at night I cannot see the dead 
man on my face daylight comes through the cracks and I can see his 
locked eyes I am not big small rats do not wait for us to sleep" (210). 

A close reading of the monologue makes tangible the physical terror of the 

middle passage. The repetition of the verb "crouching'' and the speaker's 

insistence of the unending present, linked with the filthy conditions combine 

to unearth in the twentieth century reader a more profound empathy with 

the Africans on the middle passage. Although the monologue clarifies the 

experience of the middle passage, there are still questions that remain. The 

questions are healthy because, certainly for any individual to achieve 

individuation, they must come to terms with the ghosts that haunt their past. 
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In addition, the past of the African in America began on the middle passage. 

Certainly, after experiencing such brutal conditions, the African's survival in 

America appears miraculous. Beloved's character reminds the reader of this 

horrific beginning and urges us to consider this component in our 

examination of the history. 

Even though Beloved is not human, she is real, just as the ghosts of 

slavery are real. Her arrival at 124 creates an atmosphere that causes Sethe, 

Paul D and Denver to face the phantoms of their history and come closer to 

individuation. Through the stories she tells Beloved, Sethe relives her past, 

facing the monsters in order to conquer them; much like a modern 

victim/survivor of violence, tells her story to counselors or psychologists. 

Beloved' sexual activity with Paul D is almost like an exorcism of the 

monsters that haunt his past that he keeps locked away, metaphorically, in 

the tobacco tin in his heart. Denver is able to function first as a mother to her 

"sister," then her mother and finally to herself, when she leaves 124 and 

ventures out into the world. Beloved, a ghost and a symbol of slavery will 

never leave the landscape. The end of the narrative does not clarify Beloved's 

mystery or her ultimate fate. This lack of clarification is appropriate because 

there really are no concrete solutions to the residual puzzles of slavery, which 

is Beloved's primary purpose in the story, as a symbol of slavery. 

Therefore, it is fitting when a character, much like Beloved, Wild, appears 

in Jazz. At the end of Beloved varying accounts, exist of Beloved's final 
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demise. "Disappeared, some say, exploded right before their eyes. Ella is not 

so sure. "Maybe," she says, "maybe not. Could be hiding in the trees waiting 

for another chance." (263). We are left with the image of a pregnant woman 

with a cloudy self-perception that may have run off into the woods. She is 

described right before the disappearance: "It had taken the shape of a 

pregnant woman, naked and smiling in the heat of the afternoon sun. 

Thunderblack and glistening, she stood on long straight legs, her belly Big 

and tight. Vines of hair twisted all over her head. Jesus. Her smile was 

dazzling." (261). This description is haunting in its similarity to Wild whose 

eyes are "large and terrible," is a ''berry-black woman" who lives in the 

wilderness. When the reader first sees her she is naked, scared and 

pregnant. We have no information about her, who her parents or family is 

who impregnated her or why she runs wild in the woods shunning human 

contact. A possible explanation is that Wild is a continuation or extension of 

that other slippery, unreal Morrison character Beloved (Aguiar 11). If that is 

so then like Beloved, she is more than a character; she is really a symbol that 

reflects issues that concern African Americans like motherhood, 

displacement, abuse, slavery, loss of self and culture and search for self and 

culture. She also symbolizes the history of Africans in the Diaspora and she 

could be a symbol of the result of the marginalization of a people. 

More surreal and distant than Beloved, Wild exists on the fringes of the 

novel's narrative, appearing at pivotal moments. We first see her when 
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Golden Gray, the half Black child raised by True Belle, goes in search of his 

roots, specifically his Mrican roots. It is not accidental that his first 

encounter is with Wild, a symbol of lost Blackness. Paradoxically repulsed 

and fascinated by Wild, Golden Gray, like many Africans, tries to abandon 

her but cannot. Wild, literally and figuratively voiceless, is mother to all 

African Americans. She reflects a past, painful and shrouded in mystery: 

In the trees to his left, he sees a naked berry-black woman. She is 
covered with mud and leaves are in her hair. Her eyes are large and 
terrible. As soon as she sees him, she starts then turns suddenly to 
run, but in turning before she looks away she knocks her head against 
the tree she has been leaning against. Her terror is so great her body 
flees before her eyes are ready to find the route of escape. The blow 
knocks her out and down. (144). 

Like Golden Gray, the African in America must confront the Wild in the 

history. Both Wild and Golden Gray attempt to escape each other. 

Prevented escapes, because in order for Golden Gray and all African 

Americans to endure and embark on a healthy journey towards selfbood, they 

must face the reality of their history, with all its confusing and elusive 

elements. 

If Wild is Beloved, she was robbed of her own mothering by the reality of 

slavery. Since mothering is learned and women come to mother because 

women have mothered them, (Chodorow 211) it is not difficult to see why 

Wild abandons her son, Joe. Wild's character demonstrates the results of 

slavery. Because of her own abandonment, Wild abandons her child, Joe 

Trace. This abandonment results in Joe's lifelong struggle to find meaning in 
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his life. The practice of forced severance from the mother figure led to much 

pain and confusion in the interior world of all African Americans. Hunter's 

Hunter sees the negative results of lack of mothering: "his house was full of 

motherlessness-and the chief unmothering was Wild's" (167). He 

understands that the true danger of slavery lies in a loss of people's sense of 

themselves, a sense largely attained through the mother figure . His factual 

statement about Joe's condition after his birth is applicable to all descendents 

of Mricans in this country: "Baby boy's weak. Got to get some nursing soon" 

(172). As a people, that endured a cruel history, African Americans need real 

mothering unfettered by the myths used to survive slavery. A child's sense of 

self emerges while being mothered (Chodorow 77). The reality of slavery left 

little room for mothering, only surviving. 

Survival tactics used during slavery are still in place today. Wild's 

character, a redefinition of myths inherited from slavery, teaches us to face 

that reality and then somehow move beyond slavery's painful legacy. Her 

redefinition is a message to examine the puzzles left by slavery to further 

understand them instead of misunderstanding them and then move on strong 

in the knowledge of what the ancestors accomplished to survive. 

Wild's strength and survival, a symbol for the ancestor's strength, and 

survival is admirable and perplexing. Surviving in the wilderness with no 

clothing, shelter, food, or any material comforts is difficult to fathom. This 

very survival also illustrates the survival of the race. When studying the 
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realities of life for the enslaved it is hard to believe they prevailed. As one 

character says of Wild; "She must be tough" (179). However, is she really? 

Joe seems to disagree with this assessment. He is ashamed of his mother, 

preferring to have as a mother a whore or a drunkard. Stuck with this 

insane, unspeakable wild woman for a mother he has difficulty defining 

himself. Here the metaphor of Wild and Joe as the Mrican American extends 

to reflect the reality for the Mrican in America. Burdened with a history that 

is elusive, a redefinition and close examination of the reality of the history 

forces an investigation of the legacy of slavery and its continued affect on 

current generations. 

Joe's search for Wild symbolizes all Mrican American's search for self. 

Every time he embarks on the search, he encounters an enigma. "She was 

powerless, invisible, wastefully daft. Everywhere and nowhere" (179). This 

could transform into a description of the legacy of slavery. A legacy 

everywhere in Mrican Americans' lives, its power revealed symbolically by 

Morrison's language. On Joe's last foray into the woods to find his mother, he 

finds a tree. His search for his mother gives him clues to who he is and what 

he can be: 

Defiant and against logic its roots climbed. Towards leaves, light, 
wind. Below that tree was the river whites called Treason where fish 
raced to the line, and swimming among them could be riotous or 
serene. But to get there you risked treachery by the very ground you 
walked on. The slopes and low hills that fell gently toward the river 
only appeared welcoming; underneath vines, carpet grass, wild grape, 
hibiscus and wood sorrel, the ground was as porous as a sieve. A step 
could swallow your foot or your whole self. (182). 
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This beautiful description of a tree surviving against the odds symbolizes 

African Americans' survival. Enduring, "defiantly and against all logic," the 

river below is prosperity and success. Between the survival and prosperity 

lies dangerous ground masked by beautiful life giving herbs that could 

swallow the people whole reflecting the danger of losing self. The people need 

to understand the methods used for survival in the past, but must also turn 

towards new methods in order to survive with an understanding of the 

journey to the self. Joe never finds his mother, but he does find some 

answers to the complicated and elusive feelings in his life . His search 

extends to all African Americans. Disentangling all the complexities of the 

puzzles inherited from slavery is impossible, but understanding this fact is a 

step towards a newly defined self. 

So Wild is "everywhere and nowhere." She reflects the legacy of slavery in 

America, through her survival against unexplainable odds, her survival 

without self, but her refusal to surrender. Her inability to mother because of 

her own lack of mothering, is another bequest from slavery. Her 

representation of the danger of a people without a home, culture, history, 

missing elements all mirrored in all African Americans centuries after 

slavery. The legacy is everywhere in their lives but nowhere, difficult to 

define, evasive, inexplicable, like Wild and Beloved. Then Morrison truly is 

redefining the myths and conventions inherited from slavery and helping a 

people to continue in spite of and because of the history. 
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Conclusion 

The importance of the maternal role in the survival of African Americans 

cannot be overstated. Profound motives for mothering existed during slavery 

and beyond. These women did not mother because they were trained to 

mother or because they had a biological urge to mother, rather, mothering, 

"emminently a psychological role ," took place for the survival of personal 

psyches and the survival of the race (Chodorow 32). All Morrison's novels 

contain interesting portrayals of motherhood, but Beloved and Jazz clarify 

the maternal role during slavery and beyond. In Beloved, Ma'am and Sethe's 

decisions, infanticide, are decisions that paradoxically affirm their selfhood 

and the selfhood of the surviving offspring. Beloved's murder insures Sethe's 

freedom and the freedom of her surviving children among them Denver who 

grows into a fully actualized person. Morrison portrays Sethe as a super

mother but a redefined super-mother, one who loved her children so deeply 

she could kill them to save them from slavery. 

Morrison redefines the distant, non-nurturing mother in Jazz. True Belle 

and Rose Dear depicted as distant but their distance justified by the reality of 

their lives. Images used by Morrison, True Belle's laughter, Rose Dear's 

unbroken cup, Rose dear's suicide in a cramped well, and Violet's parrot and 

the doll under her bed, illustrate women sunk under the heavy burden of a 

history, painful to recount and survive. Morrison contrasts the undermother 
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and the overmother in Jazz and Beloved. This contrast serves as a lesson to 

the modern reader, one on survival, and on preserving cultural identity. 

Both texts also illustrate the gaps in the history, gaps unrecoverable. Wild 

and Beloved are symbolic elements of the missing elements of the history. 

Depicted as defiant, elusive, paradoxically, magical and real, their surreal 

figures effectively demonstrate Morrison's desire for African Americans to 

redefine their culture instead of accepting existing definitions. 

Writing about community mothering further displays Morrison's need to 

redefine African American culture. Community mothering was one 

innovative method used by the African American to survive the difficult 

reality of the history. Ella and her thirty followers in Beloved and Alice and 

Violet's unlikely alliance in Jazz exemplify the positive nature of African 

American women banding together to attain selfbood. The truth of the 

history, mothers sold away from children and children sold away from 

mothers, created the necessity for women, to mother numerous children they 

did not biologically birth. Women on antebellum plantations and in poverty 

stricken ghettoes learned very early the spiritual and physical requisite for 

community mothering. Successful community mothers helped countless 

individuals come to terms with their pain and forge ahead in the important 

task of self -definition. 

In Jazz and Beloved Morrison explores the difficulties of the acquisition of 

selfbood for African Americans. In the novels, Morrison examines these 
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difficulties focussing especially on the maternal role. Offering no facile 

solutions, these narratives do share characteristics common to individuals 

attaining individuation. A person's relationship with the mother and ability 

to confront his history, no matter how painful, are integral elements to any 

presence of self-worth. Although far from didactic, one truth examined in the 

novels is the need for the Africans in America to create their own definitions 

of their history. African American figures , maternal and otherwise have been 

traditionally defmed by the oppressive society, using stereotypes inherited 

from slavery. Jazz and Beloved are reclamations of these definitions. 

Reclamations Morrison has asserted are necessary for the posterity of her 

people. How do the African Americans attain selfbood when they do not even 

own themselves? The solutions to this problem are multifaceted. Morrison's 

novels urge the African American to confront the history and redefine myths 

that have often undermined the process. 
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Notes 

1. I base my understanding of self, selfhood individuation and psyche on 
readings done in Volume 6 of The Collected Works of Carl Jung. He defines 
self as expressing the unity of the person as a whole. 
2. In Women Race and Class, Davis states: "lessons can be gleaned from the 
slave era which will shed light upon Black women's and all women's current 
battle for emancipation." 
3. I owe my understanding of the mammy myth to several sources. Davis 
talks about her as an Aunt Jemima type happy to be serving. Deborah Gray 
White also has an in-depth discussion about her role in the mythology. I also 
am guilty of believing that this type of person existed in large numbers when 
this was not the case. 
4. This book was an invaluable source in helping me to clarify the true 
danger of these missing elements. It also seemed symbolic that these letters 
were also missing. Either the slave owners kept them without letting the 
slaves read them or they were never sent and sitting in a box somewhere. 
5. According to Jacqueline Jones in Labor of Love Labor of Sorrow, elderly 
women were assigned, with the help of younger children the task of a type of 
nursery in the quarters. (29) 
6. I base the statement made in this section on my prior readings of 
narratives like Incidents in the Life of A Slave Girl, by Harriet Jacobs. I 
observed Jacobs' fervent desire to gain knowledge and recognized that she 
hoped this would help stop the institution of slavery. 
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